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In the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) the ensuring of safety for the population is at first
the task of the countries. It also imposes to minimize the radiation risk to the public.
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is a country in North-East of the FRG with coast length of 1470
km and 78 km boundary of European Community. M-V is a sparesly populated area with
nearly 2 Million people in 23 500 km2.
Concurrent with law ordinances and regulations by the Federal Government in M-V a system
for preventing, detecting and responding to unauthorized actions with radioactive materials is
prescribed by ordinance. This regime of preventing, detecting and responding to unlawful
uses of radioactive material exists independent of the national system for the accountability,
control and security of the materials.

1. Responsibility

The authorities of defence - police and fire service - have to secure the place where the
radioactive material is found or laid down together with a bomb.

The authorities for atomic supervision are responsible for the clearing and elimination of the
radioactive material, to combat illicit situation.

2. To be reachable

In cases of finding, recognize or blackmailing of/ in connection with radioactive material the
information arrives on civil way the police centre in the Internal Ministry. There upon is
mobilized the working staff of defence and the staff of atomic supervision/measurement
group being on standby duty on call.

3. Equipment

The policemen and firemen have dosimeter for self-safety. The measurement group of the
atomic supervision uses instruments and analyser for all different radiation situations. In this
kind also there is worth mentioning the connection with remote handling systems of the
defuser of munitions. Last kind can be important in cases of blackmailing.

4. Whereabouts unauthorized material

Unauthorized radioactive material with unknown owners must be storied under separate
conditions. Confiscated material, which isn't nuclear material, can be storied in a country own
storage for radioactive materials, are wastes out of the nuclear industry.

Confiscated nuclear material must be send to the Institute for Transuranium of the European
Community, Karlsruhe.

5. Solve the crime problem
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Because unauthorized radioactive material exists out of the law, a criminal offence must be
prosecuted and solved. Consequently the public persecutors are present at the point of finding
or confiscating the radioactive material.

In our land are discovered some pieces of radioactive materials occasionally on military areas
of earlier Soviet Union army.

In all situations, when the system with radioactive material is not identified exactly by his
appearance, the specialists of defuser of munitions have to proof the system.

Often there came loads of contaminated scrap-metal from east European countries on the
border. This problem must be cleared under aspects of radiation protection.
An examination of this regime we try to practise in 2001.
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